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By Gail Porter

Ebury Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Laid Bare: My Story of Love, Fame
and Survival, Gail Porter, Gail Porter burst on to our TV screens in the late 90s presenting "The
Movie Chart Show", "Alive and Kicking" and "Top of the Pops". Bright, sparky and beautiful she
soon attracted an entirely different audience, posing for a number of men's magazines and rapidly
becoming the pin-up of the lad-mag generation. FHM, in a now famous stunt, even projected her
naked form on to the Houses of Parliament. But beneath her cheery public facade, Gail was
struggling with anorexia and bi-polar disorder. After nine years of extreme dieting, she collapsed
and through sheer determination forced herself to begin eating properly again. Having been told
she would never be able to conceive, her new healthier lifestyle led to a much desired pregnancy by
her then husband, Toploader guitarist Dan Hipgrave. But the intense pressures of juggling
motherhood with her career, led to crippling post-natal depression and precipitated the breakdown
of her marriage.Overwhelmed by single motherhood, one day after dropping her daughter Honey
off at nursery, she took an overdose and her world very publicly began to unravel. But Gail's ability
to...
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Comprehensive guideline for book lovers. It is really simplified but excitement in the fi y percent in the publication. Your daily life period is going to be
change as soon as you full looking at this book.
-- K a yley Lind-- K a yley Lind

This is basically the best publication i have got read through right up until now. Sure, it really is perform, still an amazing and interesting literature. Your
life span will probably be convert once you full reading this article ebook.
-- Dr . Ir m a  Welch-- Dr . Ir m a  Welch
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